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1. ‘Pay attention.’
 We hear this instruction in the 

  A. classroom B. hospital

  C.  kitchen D. park 

    Answer:                    _______________

2. The rhyming word for the word ‘cold’ is 
  A. nod B. held
  C. build D. bold

    Answer:                   _______________

3. The sparrow is ________ in size.

  A. huge B. big

  C. small D. large

    Answer:                  _______________

4.  see,   ton,   fun,  on,   go,

  my,   bee,  she,   gun,  to.

 The 2 sets of rhyming words in the given words are

 A. see – my  B.  see – bee
  she – go         fun – gun

 C.  on – to D.  ton – to
  fun – bee  go – she 

  
    Answer:                   _______________

[ ]

[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]

I Four alternatives are given for each of the following questions/incomplete 
statements. Choose the correct alternative and write the complete answer along 
with the correct option for question numbers 1 to 20.                         20 x 1 = 20
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5. The colour of a fresh leaf is _______

  A. black B. green

  C. blue  D. white

    Answer:                 _______________

6. A wheel is __________ in shape. 

  A. round B. triangle

  C. square D. oval

    Answer:                 _______________

7. We need _____ air to breathe.

  A. dirty B. bad

  C. fresh D. old

    Answer:                _______________

8. The moon shines at night. 
 The action word in the given sentence is 

  A. moon  B. night

  C. at D. shines

    Answer:                 _______________

9. Do not waste water.

 The noun in the given sentence is

  A. do B. waste

  C. water D. not

    Answer:                  _______________
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10. 

 The cat is sitting _____ the table. 

 The appropriate preposition to be filled in the blank is 

  A. in B. for

  C. under D. on

    Answer:                 ________________

11. Read the given rhyme.

  Hot cross buns!
   Hot cross buns!
  One a penny, two a penny,
  Hot cross buns!
  
  If you have no daughters,
  Give them to your sons. 
  One a penny, two a penny,
  Hot cross buns!

 The words that are repeated more in the rhyme are

  A. hot cross buns B. one a penny

  C. two a penny D. no daughters

    Answer:                  ______________ 
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12. The word ‘animal’ is formed by using the set of letters

  A. AMISHN  B. AILANM

  C. ARMTIL  D. ONMLSI

    Answer:                 _____________

13. The opposite of the word ‘stand’ is ________

  A.  run B. come

  C.  sit D. go

    Answer:                  _____________
 

14. We sweep the house with a ________

  A. brush B. duster

  C. cloth D. broom

    Answer:                    ____________

15. The hidden word in the word ‘sunlight’ is 

  A. light B. nut

  C. lit D. sit

    Answer:                   ___________

16. cat : meow-meow : : dog : __________

 The suitable word to be filled in the blank is

  A. quack – quack B. bow – wow

  C. moo – moo D. caw – caw

    Answer:                   ___________
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17. 

 This sign board indicates

  A. Zebra crossing B. School ahead

  C. Humps ahead D. Railway crossing

    Answer:                   ___________

18. The word starting with the ending letter of the word ‘poster’ is

  A. rabbit B. picture

  C. star D. ten

    Answer:                   _____________

19. We have a ________ in our classroom where we get many books to read. 

  A. desk B. reading corner

  C. table D. black board

    Answer:                     _____________

20. The sentence in which you need to use a question mark is 

 A. She is a good student
 B. My name is Akbar
 C. How old are you
 D. Anil is going to school

    Answer:                    _____________
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II   Answer the following questions from 21 to 28 in the space provided:

21. Frame a sentence using the given pair of rhyming words.       2 Marks

 a. hot – pot 

 Answer:_____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

 b. stop-shop

  Answer:_____________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________

22. Write any four words starting with the given letters.      2 Marks

 Eg.: sk – skip

 sw -    _________           __________              __________           ___________

23. Read the rhyme and answer the given question.       2 Marks

Mummy dear, daddy dear
I love you, I love you.
See your baby dancing,
Just for you, just for you.

Mummy dear, daddy dear
I love you, I love you.
See your baby singing,
Just for you, just for you.

 What are the actions done by the child?

Answer: 
 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________
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  Read the given story and answer question numbers 24 and 25.                 2 Marks

 Anil lived in a village. He had a farm. He had 6 cows, 10 sheep,            

2 cats and 2 dogs in his farm. He had a jeep and a tractor too.

24. Where did Anil live? How many animals did he have in his farm?

Answer:
 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

25. Name the vehicles which Anil had in his farm.

Answer: 
 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

26. Draw the picture of a bird, colour it and write 2-3 sentences about it.    3 Marks 
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Answer: 

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

27. Write a message to your doll, wishing on his/her birthday and your plan to  

celebrate his/her birthday in 3-4 sentences.           3 Marks

Answer:
 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________
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28. Look at the given picture and write 3 to 4 lines about it.       4 Marks

Answer:
 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________


